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In October 2020, I taught a 2-week workshop in improvisation and technology to the first year opera
students at the Oslo National Academy of Arts. I also joined the teaching team for “Triolog” – a
collaboration between the Oslo National Academy of the Arts Opera and Design Departments, the National
Music Conservatory ś composition department and The Norwegian Theater Academy ś acting department.
The goal of “Triolog“ is to allow students from these different departments to work together over a period
of six months to create three short 15-minute operas together. The goal of my 2-week workshop with the
opera students was to prepare them for Triolog by introducing them to listening strategies, (informed
primarily by my work over many years with composer Pauline Oliveros) to improvising and group
composition strategies (informed by my work with numerous artists in the US and Europe), and to
facilitate music making with electronic sound combined with unamplified singing, including processing
live electronics with various types of midi controllers.
For both workshops, as well as my earlier work with individual singers, I had the following teaching goals:
• To lower the barriers to experimentation
• To lower participants ́ judgmental self-criticism
• To heighten sensory awareness
• To enable curiosity, and a willingness to try new things
The exercises that I chose to teach in each case all started with listening – to the entire environment, to the
body, to the sounds of one ś own thoughts.
I have come to think of the above goals, and the accompanying listening strategies, as a methodological
frame for my research project “Electrifying Opera / Amplifying agency for opera singers improvising with
interactive technology”. This research project has artistic, technological and pedagogical aspects. The
artistic result of my research project will be a newly composed opera for 4 soloists (Soprano, Mezzosoprano, and 2 Baritones), percussion quartet, and live electronics. Electronic sound and live vocal
processing will be controlled by the soprano soloist via controllers not dependent on a visual interface. My
workshops give me crucial insight into important issues to consider in the development of my interactive
system for the opera.
Amplifying agency is a primary emphasis in all three aspects of the research project - artistic,
technological and pedagogical. To have agency is to be able to act on one ś own behalf. One of the
advantages I have observed in working with voice and live electronics for two decades is the
independence it has conferred. Extending my voice with computer technology and a self-contained
hemispherical speaker system has allowed me to collapse the roles of singer, composer, instrumental
ensemble, sound technician and producer, bypassing barriers and gatekeepers in each of those categories.
The relatively recent advent of portable and affordable audio processing equipment has served
marginalized composer-performers (women, composers of color, composers with disabilities) the way
establishing independent presses served marginalized authors earlier. It has afforded us the agency to
create sonic rooms of our own.

Since amplifying agency is central to this project, researching which conditions enable agency and which
conditions hinder agency is also central. This also occurs on several levels. There is the research on the
technological level – for example which controllers and/or processing patches are easiest or most
intuitive for classically trained singers to use, or which sound systems encourage a free vocal production –
but there are also conditions that create barriers of another sort – hindrances to agency that might come
from lack of resources, unfamiliarity with a musical strategy or the artists who employ them, differences
in assumptions about working methods that create barriers in a collaborative process, differences in
training or expectations that create difficulties in communication, or simply events in the world that
impact people in various ways.
These hindrances are often felt before they can be articulated – felt as irritations, or a block, or a gap in
understanding that needs to be identified and addressed. I notice that my reflection often comes from the
places where I or others get stuck, and I find myself thinking “There is a gap - what is missing here?” A gap
can be a hole, something lacking, or it can be a difference between things or people, or a period of time
between two events. A gap can present a hindrance, for example, a gap in resources (scores or technology)
or education (computer programming). But it can also present an opportunity. A gap in a fence can be a
route of escape, a gap in the market an opportunity for a new product or service. I am looking to the gaps
to navigate my opportunities in this research.
Some core concepts of agency are expressed in the English language through sonic metaphors, through
references to voice and listening. We speak of “having a voice” (or not) in a matter, of “giving voice” to our
concerns, of “being heard” or conversely of having our words “fall on deaf ears”. We speak of our efforts
“resonating” with others or not being on the same “wavelength”. There is an implicit understanding that
having agency involves having a voice. We humans have a powerful somatic connection with sound,
especially vocal sound. At the same time our brains and our culture prioritize the visual, and much of what
we hear physically is filtered out of our conscious awareness. For those of us who are not hearing
impaired our ears are always “on”, even in sleep, yet most of what we hear we are not paying attention to.
One of the things that is often missing is conscious awareness of the sounds around us.
*Suggestion: Take a moment after you have read these sentences to close your eyes and listen for 1-2
minutes, bringing attention to all the sounds in your environment that are possible to hear. This is global
listening. If your attention is suddenly drawn to a single specific sound that demands your focus, that is
focal listening. Try to move your attention back and forth, shifting between wide, global listening and
narrow, focal listening.

- LISTEN…

The difference in the quality of attention between global listening and focal listening is apparently one
manifestation of the different types of mental processing that the divided right and left hemispheres of
our brains engage in. In The Master and his Emissary: The Divided Brain and the Making of the Western
World, (Yale University Press, 2009) Iain McGilchrist lays out a theory of the evolutionary purpose of
divided brain hemispheres, referring to competing needs in animals; a need for narrow focused attention
for finding food and feeding the young, and a simultaneous need for an open, wide attention to guard
against predators.
“.. of the two main axes of attention, intensity (alertness, vigilance and sustained attention) is
reliant on the right hemisphere. The other main axis of attention is selectivity (focused and
divided attention). ... there is evidence of left- hemisphere dominance for local, narrowly focused
attention and right-hemisphere dominance for broad, global, and flexible attention.” (McGilchrist
p 39-40)
I recognize from this description that both of these modes of attention are at work when I engage in
singing and real-time interactive audio processing. Part of my brain is attentive to the room and my

communication with those who are in the room: to the acoustics, to the space and surfaces I am
resonating with my voice, to the totality of the expression – a broad, global, and flexible attention. It is a
relational and exploratory state. Another part of my brain is making choices about routing, selecting menu
options, and keeping track of numbers and the order of tasks I have given myself – a focused, specialized
and divided attention. Consciously negotiating these two types of attention takes some practice. This may
be one of the things that creates a barrier to be overcome by those who are first encountering this kind of
work.
Another example of these two modes of attention is evident in the mapping strategies I chose for the two
wireless midi controllers (Genki Wave rings) that I use in my piece Flying Blind, premiered August 28,
2020 at Sentralen in Oslo. These mappings were devised before I had done any reading about the divided
brain, but the choice of control activities for each hand confirms the attentional bias for each hemisphere.
The vocal processing in Flying Blind is quite basic. Three delay and feedback lines are routed to three
different speaker arrays (front L and R speakers and a pair of speakers acting as a third unit in the middle
of the audience seating area). Each wireless ring sends midi signals from a 3-axis continuous controller;
(roll, pitch and yaw), and from 3 buttons programmed to distinguish between trigger, hold-press and
double click, affording 9 menu options. I chose to map hand movements on the left hand - raising and
lowering the hand with the wrist (pitch), and palm down to palm up (roll) - to feedback and delay
respectively. The delays that I can control in each of the three delay lines range from very short (90
milleseconds) to very long (one minute). This range of delay times, and the possibility to shift delay times
in various manners - from very short to very long delays almost instantaneously or conversely very slowly
and gradually - allows for a kind of folding and unfolding of time and memory, with the long and short
delays creating unpredictable overlappings. The control of the percentage of feedback (how many times a
particular recorded sample will repeat – from 1 to infinity) in the three separate delay lines offers the
possibility to layer and build compositional structures as well as to revisit sonic events recorded earlier.
The sense of time control in the left hand is relational, approximate and exploratory – the feeling is one of
searching for interesting sonic artefacts, choosing what to repeat and for how long, what to let go of, what
to recall, and how to combine the three channels of sonic material with the acoustic voice.
Screen shot of my performance patch in MAX, used for Flying Blind:

Presentation mode of the MAX mapping patch for the Genki rings :

The buttons on the right-hand midi ring are mapped to control Audio input/bypass, routing to the delaylines and dedicated speakers (1-3), and the choice of whether to process feedback and delay
simultaneously or separately (bypassing one). The type of time control in the right hand is immediate and
precise (on or off). The different uses of the two hands correspond to the ways that the two hemispheres
process time and numerical information, my right hand corresponding to the left hemisphere, and left
hand corresponding to the right hemisphere.
“. . . it is the right hemisphere that has the intuitive sense of numbers and their relative size.
However, the sense is approximate and does not have precision. The left hemisphere, by contrast,
has precision but it has no intuitive sense. . . ” (McGilchrist p 66)
“. . . duration belongs to the right hemisphere, while sequencing ( b
́ efore ,́ á fter ,́ = á bove ́ b
́ elow )́
belongs to the left.” (McGilchrist p 77)
My left hand is indeed intuitively exploring relative length of durations, searching for the position of
samples I recorded earlier and for interesting sonic artefacts to play with and manipulate. I know
approximately what I will find, but I cannot be precise. My right hand however is making sequencing and
menu choices that must be precise.
In the workshop with the opera students, I introduced the Genki rings as one of several midi controllers to
try out. My observation was that the precise nature of the one-to-one mappings of the buttons were
immediately understood, but the exploratory and variable results from the continuous controllers on the
left hand that could not be controlled precisely, presented challenges. Several students spoke of the
contrast between their operatic training which emphasized “perfection” and exact repetition, and this new
(for them) way of responding in the moment to whatever sonic artefacts they got back from the interface.
There was a large gap between the idea of music as something fixed to be perfected, (traditionally notated
music) and music as relational and generative, a conversation to be engaged with in the moment
(improvised music). Talking about this gap provided a way to understand the processes we were engaged
in with improvisation and real-time composition, building structure out of manipulation of time from
whatever materials you have. Another gap that presented a challenge was the literal gap of time between
signal input and output for the longer delays. Short delays (1-2 seconds) provided immediate
confirmation that the system was working and that the output was related to the input. Live sampling into
longer delays presented both the challenge of a lack of immediate confirmation that the controller was
working, and the challenge of relating to the musical material in both short-term and long-term time
frames to plan and build structure. For this, one needs to hold the memory of what one has sung in mind –
an internal layer of listening – to be able to bring it back in part or in whole later in the compositional
structure.

For the final performance at the end of our workshop, all the interactive controllers that the students used
were trigger-based, as that gave them the greatest level of control and confidence for their first foray into
structured improvisations in front of a public. It will take more time for them to become comfortable with
continuous controllers and the risks inherent in exploring and responding to less predictable sonic events.
One other thing I will mention as an example of a gap, in this case a gap in assumptions about working
methods.
During my first conference presentation of this research material at the International Conference on Live
Interfaces at NTNU in Trondheim March 11, 2020, there was a gap between my understanding and the
sound technicians ́ understanding of what was important and what would be documented. As a classically
trained singer I prefer to perform without amplification, even when I am working with electronic sound. I
balance the electronic sound levels to my acoustic voice, rather than the other way around. The acoustics
of the room are extremely important since I regard the room as part of my instrument. My attention to the
sound in the room is global. For my performance at the ICLI conference in Trondheim, the interplay
between the acoustic and electronic components was integral to the aesthetic of the work, but I had
neglected in my technical rider to specify that I would need a room mic to document the acoustic sound in
the room. My assumptions as a classical singer were that my performance would be recorded with room
microphones. The technicians ́ assumptions however, were that the only sound source necessary to feed
the video was the sound output from the mixer, the typical sound source for electronic music. There was,
in other words, a gap between our understandings of what the microphone should be listening to. Not
only did my presentation highlight the tensions between the differing needs of acoustic and electronic
sound, but those tensions also manifested in the video documentation. The acoustic sound in the room
was missing from the video recording – a literal gap in the documentation. Only the electronic parts of my
performance can be heard since they were routed through the mixer to the speakers. This was a good
example of one of the gaps to be bridged and a reminder that the working practices that are assumed in
opera and in electronic music circles are often quite different, and those assumptions need to be taken
into account if one wishes to combine the two.

Link to the video documentation of my ICLI 2020 presentation: https://youtu.be/ssWjxQZtNEk?t=13213
Link to the performance of Flying Blind at Sentralen in Oslo: https://vimeo.com/471932267
For more on the mapping strategies in Flying Blind, please watch my interview with Franziska Baumann
Research Catalogue: https://www.researchcatalogue.net/profile/show-work?work=1096938
The KHIO opera students ́ performance of their group compositions and structured improvisations:
https://www.researchcatalogue.net/profile/show-work?work=1096363

